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If I were to ask you: What is the top killer of productivity in a work environment? What would you say?

If I asked you: What is the chief distraction keeping students from focusing on their studies in school? What

would you say?

How about if I asked you: What is your number one hindrance distracting you from getting things done each

day? What would be your answer?

May I suggest the answer might be the same for all three questions?

Do you need a hint?

!
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I bet you don’t. As I take informal surveys among the people I meet on the road every week, they all tend to

bring this issue up. Educators, managers, athletic coaches, counselors, parents and employers are all

attempting to resolve this issue that’s become problematic over the last decade. So, what’s the answer?

The smart phone.

The Ubiquitous Portable Device
More than 7 out of every 10 Americans (http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2017/01/12/evolution-of-

technology/) now own a smart phone. For the first time ever, there are more gadgets in the world than there

are people, including a growing number that only communicate with other machines, according to data from

digital analysts at GSMA Intelligence (https://www.gsmaintelligence.com/). The number of active mobile

devices and human beings crossed over somewhere around the 7.19 billion mark. For the children who

have grown up with them—they provide not only a distraction, but an addiction.

When I speak to employers, they often tell me a recent grad doesn’t know any other lifestyle but to be

responsive to the “pings” of social media and text messages. I’ve spoken to HR executives who say job

candidates texted during job interviews, and took photos on their phone during the meeting. One person

said a candidate wanted to “tweet” about the interview in real time. You may not believe this, but its true.

One interviewer said her job applicant took a call during the interview and asked her to leave her office so

she could talk.

Unbelievable.

It frequently becomes our job to equip people to be intentional about phone usage. If you work next to a

young team member (or an older one) who has fallen into this trap, you may want to take the following steps

to help them navigate this top “productivity killer” on the job:

Six Actions to Curb the Phone from Killing Productivity:
1. Cast vision for the level of productivity you want—and invite them to brainstorm the solution. I believe it’s important to

always start with “why” and create incentive for them to be productive. Start with what’s most important, (the goal),
then work backwards on the steps for how to achieve it.

2. Invite them to help determine how they could curb smart phone “time killers.” Remember: People support what they
help create. When we invite team members into the solution process they tend to “own” the answers, instead of
feeling you’ve imposed restrictions on the team.

3. Put in place some mutually agreed upon “guardrails.” Most groups need cell phone boundaries that keep everyone on
the right path. It’s not a unique challenge; it is a human challenge. So, communicate the guardrails and be sure
everyone adheres to them, including the supervisors. People do what people see.

4. Establish mutual mentoring relationships—where young and veteran team members both invest in each other and
listen to each other. Then, talk about productivity killers. This transforms the issue into a conversation, not a lecture. It
removes it from being an “old person” vs. “young person” subject.

5. Establish phone free times (no phones to be used) and also phone friendly times (all can catch up on phone time). I
love it when I hear about teams declaring a “technology fast” on a certain day. The announcement is usually met with
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groans, but eventually people tend to see the value of being liberated from their device.

6. Keep communication lines wide open on the topic. Relationships become lubricants to the friction surrounding this
issue. I have said for years: “We must build a bridge of relationship that can bear the weight of truth.” When trust is
earned via healthy relationships, you can talk about almost anything.

Do you lead Millennials at work?
Download Our Free eBook: Managing the Toughest Generation

(https://growingleaders.com/complimentary-ebook-managing-toughest-
generation/)

A chasm exists today between adults and the youngest generation of employees who are entering the

workforce. To attack this issue, we’ve written this eBook to help business leaders and employers bridge the

generational diversity gap by learning how to leverage and maximize the strengths of each team member,

especially those newly entering the workforce.

(https://growingleaders.com/complimentary-ebook-managing-toughest-generation/)

Discover how to best manage Millennials in the workplace by downloading this eBook for free at the link

below.

Download This Free eBook Here
(https://growingleaders.com/complimentary-ebook-managing-toughest-

generation/)
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